ThermoPop® 2
The World’s Best Inexpensive Instant-Read
Is Now Even Better...

Auto-Rotating Display
Senses which way is up and rotates in 90° increments

Backlit Display
Push button backlit display to read in low-light conditions

Big, Bold Display
Huge 1 1/4-inch diameter display for readings at a glance

Wide Range
Range from –58 to 572°F (–50 to 300°C) for a wide range of applications

Speed
Super-Fast® readings, now in just 2-3 seconds!

Accuracy
Twice as accurate, now ±1°F (±0.5°C)

Unrivaled Performance
With a new Super-Fast tip taking full readings in just 2-3 seconds and accurate to ±1°F (±0.5°C), ThermoPop 2 provides unrivaled performance for an inexpensive instant-read.

Built for Food Service
Everything about ThermoPop 2 is built to survive and thrive in the demanding world of commercial food service—from its huge at-a-glance auto-rotating display to its new IP67 waterproof rating.

NIST-Traceable Calibration
Now ThermoPop 2 is NSF approved and each unit includes its own NIST-traceable calibration certificate verifying its accuracy to national standards. Measure temperatures with complete confidence.

Designed in Utah by ThermoWorks
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Available in 9 colors

Convenience
Color-matching sheath protects probe when not in use and fits in chef coat pocket

Easy-Grip Head
Durable housing with grippy rubber strip

Waterproof
Redesigned molded-in seals, now waterproof (IP67 rated)
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